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Haverim Press
Session One
Welcome to Haverim Press!
By Alison Flacks
Hi, I’m Ally. Well Alison, but you can call me
Ally. I love camp, but there is one camp that I
really love, and that is Camp Haverim. I
interviewed so many people during my time at
camp. It was a lot of fun! Here are some of the
interesting things I learned in my interviews:
Zoe Silverburg likes art and the Israeli room.
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An Interview with the Director
By Charlie Jacobs

Caleb Silverburg likes art and outside playtime.
Nathaniel Miller likes tennis and the pool.
Reese Cisneros likes art and the pool.
Kayla Gomez just likes everything.
Rylan Honikman likes song time and gaga.

Gabriel Castleman likes gaga and art.
We interviewed Itzik to ask about some of
Alexis Constable likes gaga and the pool.
the history of Camp Haverim. Itzik says that
Camp Haverim started in 2005. The t-shirt
Rya Commings likes art and sports.
color was light blue back then. Itzik has so
Asher Simpson likes pool and Macabia games.
many favorite things about this summer
That’s all!
camp, but his favorite thing is getting to
watch everyone sing in the morning. One of
his favorite memories from camp is when a 2013 Camp T-shirt Poll – By Abraham Lopez
boy came off the bus and said to his mom,
We interviewed all of the campers at Camp Haverim to
‘Mom, why does Itzik say “Poke your toes,
find out what color t-shirt they would like to have for
Camp Haverim!” every morning.’ His mom
2013. Here is what we found:
explained that Itzik was actually saying
Forest Green
Turquoise
‘Boker Tov, Camp Haverim’ and not ‘poke
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Purple
your toes.’ We thank Itzik for giving
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Haverim press this information.
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Talia’s Art Corner
By Talia Honikman
To make Marble Paper, you will need:
 Shaving cream
 Large and small paper
 Watercolors
 A used credit card or gift card

Our Israeli Counselors:
Batel And Yoni
By Rebekah Miller
Our two counselors from
Israel are great to have
around, especially in the
Israeli room where they
teach us all kinds of things
about Israel. Batel and Yoni
both like making new
friends, especially Vanessa
and Ethan. Batel says that
‘feeling Jewish unites us.’
They came for the
experience and for the opportunity to
share their knowledge about Israel.
They both think that it is very
important to volunteer. Batel says
that her favorite elective at camp is
art. We thank Batel and Yoni for
coming to visit us and teach us about
Israel at Camp Haverim!

Cover the small piece of paper with shaving cream. The
shaving cream should then be drizzled with watercolor.
Don’t put more than three colors on the shaving cream,
unless you don’t plan to swirl the paper around once you
set it on the larger piece of paper. Place the small piece of
paper onto the larger piece of paper. Don’t push too hard
on the paper or it will be harder to peel off. Peel off the
paper after about 5 seconds. Take the credit card or gift
card and scrape off all of the shaving cream. You should be
left with a pretty marble effect!
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